What is Resilient Hampton?

Resilient Hampton is a city-wide initiative to
envision, create, and empower Hampton to means
of successfully living and thriving with water and
the impacts of climate change through approaches
driven by data and values.
Resilience is the bolstering of a community’s
inherent strengths in order to alleviate chronic
stresses and enable recovery from extreme events
and shocks in ways that make the community even
stronger than before.
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Challenges of Climate Change

We know that existing challenges Hampton has
experienced as a historic urban, coastal community
will become more severe due to the impacts of
climate change.
• Hotter Temperatures
• Higher Tides
• More Powerful Storm Events
• More Intense, Frequent Rainfall
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Downtown, Phoebus and Buckroe
Water Plan

Through the summer of 2022, the City of Hampton
is undertaking the planning study. We will use a
watershed-level process with multiple phases of
integrated resilience planning and design, working
together with the community. First, we will identify
the expected impacts of climate-exacerbated
hazards in Downtown, Phoebus, and Buckroe.
This requires understanding how multiple layered
systems interact in our integrated natural and built
environment: from forces of water to infrastructure
and land use.

Second, we will identify overarching resiliency
strategies and specific resiliency projects to ensure
that we are prepared to face coming hazards, while
continuing to thrive and grow in their presence. Our
strategies seek not only to address the specific
hazards we anticipate, but to create multiple
benefits, including improved quality of life, greater
economic vitality, and healthier natural ecosystems.
www.hampton.gov/ResilientHampton
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Watershed Planning Areas

A watershed is a region defined by rainfall and
water flowing into a common water body. Water
does not follow community and political boundaries.
As a result, this planning process will focus on study
areas in Downtown, Phoebus and Buckroe defined,
in part, by watersheds. This will help us to identify
shared risks and opportunities in neighborhoods
from the high ground and downhill to the river,
including increasing stormwater runoff, tidal and
storm surge flooding, and sea-level rise.
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Creating a Vision

Through this resiliency plan, we will
comprehensively rethink our relationship to the
environment in the face of these challenges. This
is an opportunity not only to mitigate hazards, but
also to identify ways to layer community benefits.
We will ensure Downtown, Phoebus, and Buckroe
will grow and thrive into the future: physically,
socially, and economically.
This plan will replicate the successes of the
Newmarket Creek Water Plan, while designing
for the unique characteristics and conditions of
Downtown, Phoebus, and Buckroe as cultural,
historic, and economic hubs.

